2022 Foundation Impact Report
A Personal Message

I would like to introduce myself. I am Irene DeLinggo and I am a student at Iowa State University. I will be graduating in 2024. My education survives on receiving scholarships. I greatly appreciate the support from the PCMA Foundation. Last year I received the Foundation Scholarship and this year I have received the Legacy Society Scholarship.

I am the first child in my family to go to college. My parents try very hard to financially support me but it is a burden for them since they also provide for my three younger siblings. The pandemic has really impacted my family’s financial situation.

At a young age, my dream was to become either a wedding planner or a designer. In high school, I had the opportunity to be part of various committees for school events. Going into college, I did not really understand the whole idea of event planning. After attending PCMA Convening Leaders in Las Vegas, I could see how beneficial it is as a student, to be able to network with industry leaders and to be introduced to the different fields within the industry. I realized after attending Convening Leaders what I wanted to do in the future.

Thank you to the PCMA Foundation.

Irene DeLinggo
LEGACY SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
Iowa State University, Class of 2024

Thank You

The PCMA Foundation Impact Report is published each year to share key results from all the Foundation activities.

The role of the Foundation of PCMA is to support the mission of PCMA through fundraising and grant giving, focused on scholarships, education and research that will advance the global business events industry. In 2022, 200 Scholarships were awarded totaling $241k, $310K in research and education was supported and $59K was contributed to a variety of charitable organizations.

The 2022 Impact Report brings to life the stories of our Scholarship recipients in their own words. Meet those who received Foundation, Legacy Society and Chris Wehking Scholarships. Meet the 10 new Legacy Society members and our individual donors and sponsors. None of this would have been possible without their support and commitment to the Foundation’s mission.

Sherrif Karamat, CAE
PRESIDENT & CEO, PCMA AND CEMA

Charles Starks
PRESIDENT & CEO, MUSIC CITY CENTER & CHAIR, PCMA AND PCMA FOUNDATION

Meredith Rollins
CHIEF COMMUNITY OFFICER, PCMA AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PCMA FOUNDATION

JoAnn Bedrosian Ryan
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR, PCMA FOUNDATION
Simona Milenkova
FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Marketing Manager, Kenes Group

How did the scholarship help you?

Building up the post-covid recovery in the event industry, We came up to the point when we needed to focus not solely on finding new exciting solutions for our events, but on seeking advancement. For me, this happened through advancing my Marketing expertise and through international know-how exchange.

With the support of PCMA I continued my university education and obtained a Master’s degree in Marketing from Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The program I was enrolled in helped me gain more academic knowledge on the latest updates and solutions, get in touch with international experts in the field, and apply everything I learn in practice at my job.

Eventually, this also led to making the next step in my career as an events Marketing Manager. I truly praise PCMA and its devotion to being an international platform for knowledge exchange, targeting professional growth, and it is an honor for me to represent these values as a PCMA scholar.

Cassie Mancera, MBA
LEGACY SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Staff Associate, Meetings, American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (AAOMS)

How did the Legacy Society scholarship help you?

The Legacy Society Student Scholarship was a wonderful award that assisted with paying off my tuition during my last year of grad school at DePaul University. I was very grateful for that award as well as the opportunity to continue my membership and attend Convening Leaders for the first time at no cost.

During Convening Leaders, I was able to make connections with cities, vendors, and other event professionals. It felt like I was at home with people who were on the same boat planning meetings and events post pandemic. The discussions that were had in the breakout rooms were very helpful and gave us all hope for the future of meetings and events.

Tonisha Landry
CHRIS WEHKING SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
VP Events, Points of Light

What is your ultimate career goal within the business events industry and how will this scholarship help you achieve that goal?

My desire is to develop and produce thought provoking and immersive event experiences and enhance the industry by teaching others how to transfer skills and stay relevant on trends to realize true impact from events. I enjoy the business aspect of events and helping others to see and track the value of meetings.
Alice Kondja
LEGACY SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
A Ph.D. student in the School of Hotel and Tourism Management at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University

How did the scholarship help you?
Being a beneficiary of the Legacy Scholarship during the Covid season has helped me enormously. I am honored to say the past two years have been challenging but the scholarship came at the right time to help me continue to pursue my dreams of becoming a renowned researcher and a consultant in business events. This scholarship gives me hope to become a better talent for the industry and a valuable mentor for future generations.

Where are you in 5 years?
I am in a process of progressive learning, unlearning, and relearning to become a better individual and a career woman. Crisis for the past years taught us that change is constant to becoming resilient and innovative. Hence, recent years have taught me not to wait for the storm to settle but to be creative to achieve. So, in 2021, I graduated with my MSc in International Tourism and Conventions Management and gained admission to pursue my Ph.D. from the School of Hotel and Tourism Management at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. This journey is a path set to accomplish my dream career as well as make an impact in business events. Therefore, I believe 5 years will unravel the key opportunities my talents have for the business events industry.

Lucy Piscitelli
FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
Niagara University, Class of 2024

How did the scholarship help you?
The scholarship money that I received from PCMA helped me in ways I will never be able to fully express. The obvious help is the stress that was taken off me to cover the costs of my education. This allowed me to focus more on my classwork as well as the start-up business that I have been working on over the past year or so. Perhaps more importantly that that, receiving such a prestigious scholarship has given me the sense of achievement and power to help me move forward in my goals and dreams in an arena that could otherwise make a person feel overwhelmed.

Where are you in 5 years?
In five years, I see myself owning my own mobile coffee shop, which is the project I am currently working on, but I also see myself starting my own event management business where I create not only a venue for events but a feeling, an atmosphere, where guests will be fully immersed in the material being presented or the dreamscape that the presenter desires to project.

The PCMA Foundation awarded 200 scholarships in 2022
Neema Kamala  
CONTINUING EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP  
Booking Coordinator, MSG Live  

How did the scholarship help you?  
The scholarship allowed me to successfully complete my education at NYU. I graduated in May 2022, as a Dean’s Scholar and flag bearer for the M.S. in Event Management program. Without the financial support of my scholarship, I’m not sure if I would have been able to dedicate myself to my final year of studies as fully.

Where are you in 5 years?  
In the past year, I’ve learned a lot about what I want for my career. I’ve discovered a love of being on the venue side of events and in 5 years I want to be well on my way to being a GM of a venue.

Erica Linskey  
CHRIS WEHKING SCHOLARSHIP  
Meeting/Event Coordinator, Pediatric Orthopaedic Society of North America (POSNA)  

Share your ideas about how you might “give back” to the industry?  
I always saw myself as an underdog. I didn’t choose to get into this industry until my late 20’s and even then, I had a degree in accounting. I have worked my way up from an admin position to a planner role by my will to want to learn and grow. I would love to mentor someone like me: Someone who is willing to be a sponge and grasp everything I know.

Molly McKeown  
CHRIS WEHKING SCHOLARSHIP  
Temple University, Class of 2023  

What led you to choose a career in the business events industry?  
When I was a sophomore in high school, I took a leap of faith and randomly applied to be the event coordinator for my high school concert choir. I was able to plan our Disney Concert and realized I like problem solving, chaos, and being in charge. Little did I know, two years later as a senior, I’d be sitting at my choir director’s desk asking for advice on choosing my major for college and he mentioned “What about the event industry?”.
Future of Meetings & Events

This research refreshes the Future of Meetings & Events Study that was conducted previously in 2015 and 2018 to identify and explain emerging trends that will impact the business events industry. The study, due to be released in Q2 2023, explores the post-pandemic business landscape and the way it has led to new business models and ways of operating, and the evolution of engagement with regards to customization, augmented reality, and how people interact with one another. PCMA, CEMA and Marriott International in partnership with Storycraft Lab are collaborators for this project.

Advancing Women in Business Events

The business events community is being engaged to understand key factors in the advancement of women into leadership roles. PCMA and Business Events Sydney are collaborating to uncover leadership attributes and skills critical for the future, pivot points in a career trajectory, mentorship and building talent, and barriers that exist and solutions to remove. The study will be released in Q3 2023.

Best in Class Chapter Education
Digital Event Strategist (DES) Certification Update
Event Accessibility Certificate
Spanish Translation for DES and Event Data Strategy Certificate
3 new PCMA Learning Micro courses
Response Room

2022 Charitable Beneficiaries

N Street Village
Youth Advocate Programs
Spread the Word Nevada
Hands on New Orleans
Giving A Hand
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

7 Pointe Planning
Accor Hotels
American Airlines
American Society of Anesthesiologists
Discover Atlanta/Georgia World Congress Center
Visit Austin/Austin Convention Center
BMO Centre Stampede Park
Cadmium
Caesars Entertainment
Tourism Calgary
Visit California
Destination Canada
Visit Detroit
Choose Chicago
CNTV
Experience Columbus
CSI Revolution Event and Production Design
Destination DC
Events DC
Visit Detroit
Dublin Convention Bureau
Encore
Events EQ
Freeman
Fern
Gaylord National
GES
Hawaii Visitors and Convention Bureau
Heka Health
Hilton Worldwide
Visit Houston
Hyatt Hotels
IMEX
Visit Indy
Las Vegas Convention & Visitors Authority
Visit Lauderdale
Los Angeles Tourism & Convention Board
Los Cabos
Louisville Tourism
Maritz Global Events
Marriott International
MCI Group
MGM Resorts
Greater Miami Convention & Visitors Bureau
Minding Your Business
Meet Minneapolis Convention & Visitors Bureau
Business Events Montreal/Palais Des Congres De Montreal
Music City Center
Nashville Convention & Visitors Corp
New Orleans & Company/Ernest N Morial Convention Center
NYC & Company
Visit Norfolk
Visit OKC
Omni Hotels & Resorts
Visit Orlando/Orange County Convention Center
Ottawa Tourism
The Palm Beaches
Visit Greater Palm Springs
Pathable
Philadelphia Convention & Visitors Bureau
Visit Pittsburgh
Travel Portland
Projection
Discover Puerto Rico
Reno - Sparks Convention & Visitors Authority
Visit San Antonio
San Diego Tourism Authority
Visit Scotland
Visit Seattle
Smart City Network
Smith Bucklin
Sodexo Live
Southwest Airlines
SpeakInc.
Explore St. Louis
Talley Management Group
Destination Toronto
Transportation Management Services
United Airlines
Destination Vancouver/Vancouver Convention Center
Winsight Media
Thank You to the Legacy Society

The Legacy Society are the Champions of the PCMA Foundation who are passionate about the industry’s future. A Legacy Society commitment establishes a personal legacy that impacts the lives of many in this industry for years to come. The Legacy Society has over 130 members and supports a scholar’s program which helps to launch the careers of students in their last year of undergraduate study before they enter the workforce. Not only does the Legacy Society help to ignite the career of a student entering the workforce, but it also provides them with crucial funding to support their education.

“To me joining the Legacy Society was a no brainer. PCMA has benefited me and my professional career development for almost 35 years now. I needed a way to give back to an organization that has provide so many ways for me to participate and support this industry. The Legacy Society gives me that opportunity.”

Doug Bennett | Louisville Tourism

WELCOME 2022 NEW LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS

Cara Banasch  Doug Dvorak  Ben Erwin  John Hawley
Leonard Hoops  Desiree Knight  Brian Landers  Darren Mendola
Bob Moore  Christine Shimasaki
Heather M. Seasholtz, CMP
Deborah L. Sexton, FASAE
Christine “Shimo” Shimasaki, CDME, CMP
Barry L. Smith
Claire Smith, CMP
*Lynn O. Smith, CMP
*Karin Soyster Fitzgerald, CMP, CAE
Butch Spyridon
*Sheila Stampfli
Charles Starks
*Tana Stellato, DES
*Brian D. Stevens
*Lois Stratemeier, CAE
*Valerie M. Sumner
*Annette M. Suriani, CMP
*James H. Sweeney
*Gregg H. Talley, FASAE, CAE
*Nick Topitzes, CMP
Greg Van Dyke
Carol Wallace
*Daniel E. Weber, CEM
Christopher J. Wehking, CMP
Tina M. Wehmeir, CMP, CAE
Heidi Welker
*David & Julie Williams
*Leigh Wintz, FASAE, CAE
*James H. Youngblood & Jay A. Marsh

*Beverly W. Kinkade, FASAE, CHME, CMP
David Kliman
Laurie Knapp
Desirée A. Knight, CAE, CMP, DES
*Ray J. Kopcinski Sr., CMP
*Lauren Kramer, CAE, MTA, CMP
Carol Krugman, MEd, CMP, CMM
Brian Landers
*Brad L. Lewis
*Tony Lorenz, CMM
David Lutz
Karen Malone
Michelle I. Mason, FASAE, CAE
John O. Maxwell
Carol McGury, MPS
Darren Mendoza, CMP, DES
Kristin K. Mirabal, CMP
Bob Moore, MA, MS, CAE
*Martha Moores, CAE
Gary Murakami, GTP, GLP, CMP, CMM
Allyson M. O’Connor
Gregory A. O’Dell
Kirsten Olean, CMP, CAE
*David J. Olender
Alexandra Olisko, CMP, CEM
WeeMin Ong, CMP
*Anne O’Neill, CMP, CAE, DES
*John “Jack” Patronski
*Michael L. Payne
*David G. Peckinpaugh, CMP, CIS
*Stephen E. Peeler
Francine Peptitone
*Joseph V. Popolo, Jr.
*Kati & Tim Quigley
Kathleen M. Ratcliffe
Sheryl Reatherford
*William F. Reed, FASAE, CMP
Dr. Richard Rettenbacher
*Charlie M. Robinson, FASAE
*James E. Rooney
*Henry Rosales
*Debra L. Rosencrance, CMP, CAE
*Deidre Irwin Ross, MHA, CMP, CAE
*Eric G. Rozenberg, CMP, CMM, HOEM, FONSAT
Stuart L. Ruff-Lyon, CMP, DES
James A. Russell
David & Leslie Sargent
Mickey Schaef er, FASAE, CAE, CTA
*Catherine L. Scheck
*Gary Schirmacher, CMP
Chuck E. Schouwerwou, CMP, CMM

*DENOTES FOUNDING LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBER
THANK YOU TO OUR 2022 DONORS

VISIONARY | $500 - $999
Don Arnold
Manuel Bonilla
Michael Burns
Michael Chameau
Randall Clark
Dahlia El Gazzar
Patrick Giam
Ben Goodgebeuere
Ron Harter
Ron and Kathy Harter
Stuart Hayman
Rosemarie Horcher
Jeff Jacobs
Sheriff Karamat
Kevin Kirberg
Roberta Kravit
Kraig de Lanzac, MD
Carol McGurty
James Mesrobian
Mid America Carpenter’s Reg Council
Music City Center
Greg O’Dell
Kirsten Olean
Beverly & James Philip
Matthew Popovich
Mark Prestage
Brian Reilly
Deborah Rosenberg
San Diego Tourism Authority
San Francisco Travel Association
Heather Seaeholtz
Deborah Sertson
Rick Simon
Claire Smith
John Solis
Charles Starks
Danielle and Dan Urbina
David and Julie Williams

CHALLENGER | $250 - $499
Angelica & Anthony Batha
Marc Bernstein
Christine Doyle
GES
James Goodman
Eric Jacobson
Susan Katz
Roberta Kriwitz
Kim Lambeth
David Martin
Jeff Mueller
Heather Nash
Peter O’Neil
Lise Puckorius
Merlith Rollins
Debra Rosenzweig
Germaine Schaeffer
Joseph Skozol
Erin Smock

LUMINARY | $1,000+
ASAE
Choose Chicago
Mary Pat Connell
Visit Denver
Destinations International
Visit Detroit
Events DC
John Folks
Freeman
Brian & Bill Glasgow
Hall – Erickson, Inc.
Mary Pat Heffman
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
IAEE
Visit Indy
Lettuce Entertain You
David Lutz
Maritz Global Events
New Orleans & Company
OCCC
Visit Orlando
Carrie Freeman Parsons
Jack & Jennifer Rabotniski
Discover Philadelphia
Katie Quigley
James Rooney
Visit San Antonio
Smithbucklin
Max Suzenaar

ADVOCATE | $1 - $249
Amir Aboulieh
Sonja Adams
Kim Allison
Velia Amasing
Dawn Amaskane
Marla Aniola
Esther Bae
Colleen Bascagno
Shannon Bautie
Vicki Baker
Yolanda Simmons Battle
Patti Beese
Jackie Bellan
Tammy Berger
Penny Bergsten
Arica Billing
Andy Blackburn
Erik Blanchard
Wanda Johnson Boatman
Jamie Bohner
Brock Bradley
Jody Brandes
Robert Brandt
Shira Brandt
Sara Broderick
Julie Bourguier, MD
Tony Calanca
Leanne Calderwood
Jeff Cameron
Krisa Cameron
Michele Campbell
Casey Carignan
Susan Carlson
Wendy Carzanza
Kristi Casale
Amy Cacich
David Causton
Rhonda Cheaney
Owen Chiu
Alexander Choi
Jerry Cito
Mary Cline
Chris Colbert
Melissa Coleman
Stephen Comess
Lois Connolly
Tom Cooper
Tom Corcoran
Michelle Crowley
Sara Cushing
William Daddono
Janeen Davis
Maria Dempsey
Annie Devine
Darryl Diamond
Shawna Dickie-Garnhum
Dave Dolan
Michael Duffy
Gleni Duncan
Amy Durkin
Sue Dykema
Shalini Souza
Jody Egel
BJ Enright
Stephen Erenburg
Ashley Figel
Susan Eufrit
Sean Ewell
Cheri Fairchild
Bill Fairlie
Jean Ferrone
Jeremy Figoten
Megan Finneit
Jane and John Flitch
Laurie Fitzgerald
Jessica Fox
Amy Frazer
Mary Gallagher
Jamie Garcia
Adrian Gelb
Denise Marie Germano
Jeremy Gilchrist
Yolanda Gonzalez
Nancy Green
Deborah Greff
Gabriel Grew

Chuck Grouard
Bill Grusich
Rachael Haave
Peggy Murray-Hageman
Mary Pat Hanlin
Amanda Harless
Bellinda Harvey
Sally Hector
Josh Henry
Kristoffer Herltz
Rafael Hernandez
Jennifer Hicks
Theresa McGeary Hill
Bonnie Hoag
Leonard Hoops
Bob Hope
Kathleen Hughes
Cara Hunt
Eric Gordon Hyman
Kim Ja
Krish Jeyson
Laura Jelinek
Kelly Jenia
Dori Jensen
Molly Johnson
Dana Johnston
Karen Johnson
Angela Jonker
Vilma Joseph
Greg Kamprath
Eric Keagy
Jim Kelley
Jennifer Kelly
John Killacky
Eric Kincaid
Daniah King
Stephanie Krishpinovich
Anissa Ladd
Brian Landers
Antia Lara
Carol Lazier
Krista Lebrun
Eric Le Gal
Amanda Lembke
Erin Leonard
Philip Levin
Jennie Levine
Leah Lewis
Michael Lewis
Tony Lorenz
Lisa Luks
Cynthia Lydum
Jenny Lynch
Anne Madden
Elizabeth Maddox
Jeanne Malone
Mark Manka
Steve Mannarino
Nan Marchand Beauvais
Tameka Mayley
Nora Matus
Shanae McFadden
Lisa McGrlash
Artice McNeil
Christene Melendes
Darren Mendoza
Christina Menor
Jacky Miracle
Sharon Merrick
Meredith Merrill
Andi Micschalk
Clay Minick
Thomas Miller
Brad Minton
Kristin Mirabal
Timothy A. Moses
Joseph Mulcrone
Mike Muldoon
Julie Mullins
Gary Murakami
James Murdock
Matt Murnane
Keith Murphy
Felipe Niespodziewski
Greg Norek
Sarah North
Michelle Ocampo
Patty Ochig
Joni Opperman
Kristina Ovies
Sam Page
Edna Papasavas
Heather Parker
Chirag Patel
Leonie Patrick
Mary Patton
Cindy Payne
Judy Payne
Kadejah Pearson
Francine Pepepole
Brenda Perrin
Marcia Perzyza
Melissa Pelicolas
Ronnette Phillips
Filomena Picciano
Susan Piet
Evan Pivalizza
Becca Pyle
Rebecca Ramsey
Kitty Ratcliffe
Elizabeth Raoulit
Heather Reid
Mary Reid
Kelly Rich
Phillip Ridley
Katie Riggs
Jessica Rohe
Henry Rosales
Andrew Rosenberg
Meg Rosenblatt
Anne Roth
Anne Rounds
John Rubsam
Stuart Ruff-Lyon
JoAnn Bedrosian Ryan
Murray Ryan
Robert Ryter
Sunil Sagasani
Jen Salerno
Connie Samuels
Gonzos Schexnayder
Dale Schmitz
Cindy Schuster
Tony Scurry
Stacey Shafer
Fred Shear
Mid Short
Janet Skorepa
Kris Slovacek
Jenny Smith
Jessica Smith
Sam Spadavecchia
Karen Staples
Lisa M. Steininger
Bonnie Stetz
Nineka St. Gerard
Daniel Stories
Rachel Strauss
Valerie Summer
James Sweeney
Ashley Taber
Megan Tanel
Christie Tarantino-Dean
Norma J. Taylor
Barb Thavis
Brooke Trainer
Marie Trinh
Will Trokey
Robin Troutman
Katherine Turner
Carolina Valdez
Sherry Vale
Diane Vidoni
Megan Warzeniak
Dave Weil
Shawna Wellman
John Wells
Linda Wenzel
Christina Werner
Nate Wicks
Allyson Will
Linda Williams
Mia Williams
Jacquetteyn Willis
Russell Wingard
Molly Witges
David Wlody
Katherine Wochnos
Shelia Wong
Crystal Wright
Carolyn Yim
Donna Young
Walter Young
Alex Zappel
Kate Zweber
What's Next?

Donate
Any contribution amount will help us pave the way to a bright future for the business events industry.
FOUNDATION.PCMA.ORG/DONATE

Participate
During PCMA events, the Foundation hosts several fundraising events: GET FIT with the Foundation fitness, Hospitality Helping Hands, Party with a Purpose, Give Back Bash, as well as the annual Stepping Up Challenge. By participating, you are supporting the work of the Foundation.
FOUNDATION.PCMA.ORG

Join the Legacy Society
One of the most generous ways you can give back to the industry you love is through a Legacy gift to the PCMA Foundation.
FOUNDATION.PCMA.ORG/LEGACY

PCMA Foundation Fashion Show.
PRESENTED BY THE PALM BEACHES
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 2023
Our "Living in Color" Fashion Show will be held during Business Events Industry Week at the Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center in National Harbor, MD. This inaugural PCMA Foundation fundraiser will celebrate authenticity, pride, compassion, and living life boldly and in vivid color! Cheer on your industry friends and colleagues’ who will be taking to the catwalk in their favorite Palm Beach inspired attire (featuring Lilly Pulitzer and Amanda Perna) and sharing their personal story of how they live their life in color.
POWEROFPURPOSEDC.ORG

Join us for the Visionary Awards
PRESENTED BY VISIT AUSTIN & AUSTIN CONVENTION CENTER
THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 2023
Thursday, March 8, 2023, this celebration will be held during the inaugural Business Events Industry Week at the Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center in National Harbor, MD. We will recognize industry trailblazers - Three Lifetime Achievement Honorees and 21 Professional Excellence Award Finalists.
FOUNDATION.PCMA.ORG/VISIONARYAWARDS
CHAIR
Charles Starks
President and CEO, Music City Center

CHAIR ELECT
Desiree Knight, CAE, CMP, DES
Senior Director, Education and Meetings, American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association

SECRETARY/TREASURER
Leonard Hoops
President & CEO, Visit Indy

IMMEDIATE PAST PCMA CHAIR
Kirsten Olean, CAE
Director of Meetings, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

IMMEDIATE PAST FOUNDATION CHAIR
Angie Ranalli, CMP
Senior National Sales Director, San Diego Tourism Authority

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Lisa Astorga, CMP, DES
Director of Meetings, International Society on Thrombosis & Haemostasis

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Karen Cooper
Commercial Events Director, HP

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Benjamin Erwin
President and CEO, Encore

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Bianca Ferrer
Creative Director • Event Strategist, B&I Creative Group

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Fernando Fondevila, MBA
CEO, Promtur Panama

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Veemal Gungadin
CEO, GEVME

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Diane Kovats, CAE, CMP, DES
CEO, International Society for Computational Biology

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Gladys O’Mahony
Vice President, Global Sales Organization - CALA Marriott International

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Peter O’Neil, FASAE, CAE
CEO, ASIS International

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Annalisa Ponchia, CMP, CMM
Director of Innovation & Customer Experience & Director of International Congress Development, AIM Group International

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Paula Rowntree, DES
Head of Events, Australian Psychological Society

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Chantal Sturk-Nadeau
Executive Director, Business Events, Destination Canada

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Panos Tzivanidis
Director of Corporate Events and Services, International Olympic Committee

DIRECTOR/TRUSTEE
Ana Maria Viscasillas, MBA, CDME, DES
President and Chief, Visionary Business Tourism Services

PRESIDENT AND CEO
Sherrif Karamat, CAE
PCMA